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COMPAC BUILT
LAUNDRY DETERGENT

A quality phosphate free liquid laundry break and suds combination. Designed for those
special laundry applications where a three product system can be used effectively.
When used in conjunction with Laundry Destainer and a laundry sour and softener, this
product emulsifies and suspends tough soils, all in one easy step. Will provide whiter and
brighter linens in all laundry operations.

5 gal.
15 gal.

REN05629-US
REN05630-US

FRESH & CLEAN
LAUNDRY DETERGENT

Economical liquid detergent designed for use in automated laundry dispensing systems.
Provides the ultimate in cleaning performance and flexibility. It rapidly wets and penetrates
cloth, lifts soil, emulsifies greases and oils and prevents soil redeposition.

4/1 gal.
5 gal.
15 gal.

REN05631-US
REN05632-US
REN05633-US

OXYGEN
LAUNDRY DETERGENT

Using a synergistic blend of a surfactant, soil removal agents, oxygen bleach and a
specialty blend of optical brighteners, Oxygen Laundry Detergent has been designed to
produce whiter whites and brighter colors.

5 gal.

REN05636-US

POWDER CITRUS
LAUNDRY DETERGENT

Pleasant citrus scented product is concentrated and safe for use on all fabrics. Excellent in
hot or cold water, it is effective against a wide variety of soils. Completely water soluble,
it contains built-in water conditioners and whitening agents and is also phosphate free,
low foaming and free rinsing.

50 lb.

REN05648-US

SUDS
LAUNDRY DETERGENT

Liquid detergent designed for use in combination with a recommended liquid laundry break
in automated laundry dispensing systems. The combination of these products provides the
ultimate in cleaning performance, economy and flexibility. It rapidly wets and penetrates
cloth, lifts soil, emulsifies greases and oils and prevents soil redeposition.

5 gal.
15 gal.

REN05634-US
REN05635-US

SOUR, SOFT, RINSE
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LAUNDRY NEUTRALIZER

Specially designed to neutralize the alkaline residues of detergents, water hardness
minerals, or iron in the rinse cycle of laundry programs. It can be used in any type of
automatic laundry chemical feeding system. It prevents fabric harshness, excess wear and
browning during ironing.

5 gal.
15 gal.

REN05645-US
REN05646-US

LAUNDRY SOFTEN IT

Liquid cationic fabric softener for all types of laundry operations. It provides fluffy and soft
fabric. This product is economical to use because it reduces the pulling and extraction time
of loads, eliminates static and reduces sticking.

5 gal.
15 gal.

REN05643-US
REN05644-US

LAUNDRY SOFT & SOUR

Combines three functional laundry steps in one easy to use combination product.
It includes the highest quality souring agents, excellent cationic fabric softeners and optical
brighteners to leave cloth fresh, clean, bright and soft. It should always be used in the final
rinse of the laundry program and can be used in high or low temperature operations.

5 gal.
15 gal.

REN05641-US
REN05642-US

LAUNDRY SOUR & RUST
REMOVER

Specially designed to neutralize the alkaline residues of detergents, water hardness
minerals, or iron in the rinse cycle of laundry programs. It can be used in any type of
automatic laundry chemical feeding system. It prevents fabric harshness, excess wear and
browning during ironing. It will also eliminate iron stains for superior laundry results.

5 gal.

REN05647-US

LAUNDRY DESTAINER

A concentrated Sodium Hypochlorite solution for use in laundry bleaching. It is designed
for automatic dispensing. This product will keep white fabrics free of stains and aid the
overall cleaning program. It can also be used as a household bleach. However, care should
be taken to reduce the level used as the strength is over twice that of normal household
bleaches.

5 gal.
15 gal.

REN05637-US
REN05638-US

LAUNDRY
OXYGEN DESTAINER

A liquid detergent designed for use in combination with a recommended liquid laundry
break in automated laundry dispensing systems. The combination of these products
provides the ultimate in cleaning performance, economy and flexibility. It rapidly wets and
penetrates cloth, lifts soil, emulsifies greases and oils and prevents soil redeposition.

5 gal.
15 gal.

REN05639-US
REN05640-US

LAUNDRY SPOTTER

Will do an outstanding job on most stains and fabrics. Applied directly to the stain or spot,
this product works immediately to penetrate the fibers, solubilize soils, and prevent
redeposition. This product, being a blend of solvents, wetting agents and anti-stain
components, eliminates the need for several types of spotters. It aids overall detergent
ability — a bonus for all laundry operations.

12/1 qt.

REN05653-US

LIQUID BUILDER PLUS

Concentrated alkaline break for use in automatic liquid dispensing systems. A concentrated
blend of high alkaline detergent builders, emulsifiers, water conditioners, and soil
suspension agents. Designed to be used in combination with a liquid laundry detergent for
optimal cleaning efficiency.

5 gal.
15 gal.

REN05627-US
REN05628-US
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